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Green Welfare Indonesia is Indonesia's first youth-led non
profit organization that primarily focuses on social and
enviornmental sustainability through advocating against
livestock agriculture and promoting sustainable agriculture.

Background
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Our
roots
Since our launch,
Green Welfare has
committed to three
primary goals from
the UN Sustainable
development Goals,
which is Zero Hunger,
Responsible
Consumption, and
Climate Action. Green
Welfare Indonesia
also deeply
champions & values
urban agriculture and
climate education to
voice out the
importance of our
current climate
emergency as well as
executing other go-
green projects that
strives for climate
justice.
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Vision

“To become a
compassionate organization
to the less fortunate and to
give back to mother nature
by conserving its beings and
environment”

Mission

Achieve Food Security,
Promote Sustainable
Agriculture and Climate
Education

Core Values

Compassionate, Biodiversity
Devotee, Innovative, Visionary
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GWF Monthly Distribution Drive

GWF Sustainable Hydroponics 
Waqaf Program

GWF Climate Education Initiatives
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To support our mission of
achieving zero hunger
with responsible
consumption, Green
Welfare Indonesia
performs a monthly
distribution drive in by
allocating plant-based
meals, eco-friendly
household goods and
sanitary kits to various
communities in need
whilst educating
awareness about
livestock agriculture and
it's massive carbon
footprint through these
plant-based approaches. 
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GWF Monthly
Distribution Drive

Total Expenses 
per 100 pax: 

Rp. 12,097,500



Green Welfare
Indonesia aims to
broaden their area of
work by not only
providing people with
their necessities in the
short term, but to also
provide them with
resources to be able to
sustain themselves in
the long run. We aim to
carry this out through
providing communities
with hydroponic
stations/units as a
resource of food while
also promoting
sustainable agriculture
and advocating
against traditional
farming methods that
induces a lot of carbon
emissions.
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GWF Sustainable Hydroponics Waqaf Program

Total Expenses per 1 location (one year - 100 holes):

Rp. 6,740,000



Green Welfare Indonesia
highly prioritizes Climate
Education as we believe it is a
crucial first step on climate
action. We execute this by
providing programs that
involves peer-to-peer climate  
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GWF Climate Education Initiatives

Total Expenses per 50 students (offline teaching):

Rp. 1,000,000

educational workshops to local schools (online & offline) and by providing informal &
accessible diverse environmental dialogues through virtual seminars, social media
post toolkits and Op-Eds through GWF's Eco-pedia page.
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Our Work 
in Numbers

3,200+ 800+

700+2,500+

10+

20+
Plant-based Meals
distributed

Sanitary Kits
distributed

Environmental 
Events Curated

Youths Spoken to about
Climate Education

Household Good 
packages distributed

Distribution 
Drives

 May 2020 - May 2021



Gallery
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Thank You,
for your considered contribution.
www.greenwelfare.org/donate

@greenwelfare.idwww.greenwelfare.org info@greenwelfare.org


